HABITATS: SALT MARSH & OCEAN
The habitats of the salt marsh and ocean are different in many ways. The type of sediment, plants, and animals can all be specific
to their particular habitats. In the salt marsh, we can find grass beds, oyster reefs, and open mud flats. Out in the ocean, we can
find sandy bottoms, artificial and natural reefs. Organisms are able to adapt to their habitats so they can survive.

Draw lines to match the animals to their habitat & list the adaptations that allow it to survive. Animals can be used more than
once and habitats can house multiple animals.

Oyster reefs

Cord grass bed

silverside

seahorse

northern pipefish

Mud flat

sea star

Sandy bottom

hermit crab

Open water

oyster toadfish

Several of these animals use camouflage to help protect them in their habitats. Which animals use this? What habitat? What
in their habitat do they camouflage with?
Animal

Habitat

Adaptation(s)

FOOD CHAINS OF THE MARSH & OCEAN
Food chains are formed as one organism eats another. These chains link together to create food webs in a habitat.

menhaden (2)

plankton (1)

striped bass (3)

osprey (4)

Number the images below from 1 (low) -5 (high) to put them in order of the food chain in the salt marsh and in the ocean.
Food chain of the salt marsh:

great egret
pinfish __________

plankton__________

speckled trout __________

grass shrimp ________

_________

Food chain of the ocean:

sandbar shark ________

silverside __________

bluefish____________

plankton ___________

atlantic needlefish __________

What other animals living in an estuary or ocean could be added to create a food web? Where would their place be in the chain?
Salt marsh

Atlantic ocean

VERTEBRATE OR INVERTEBRATE?
Animals are often classified in groupings that show how they are alike. One of those is if an animal is a
vertebrate or an invertebrate. Examples of both of these can be found in the salt marsh and in the ocean.
In the circles below, list the characteristics of vertebrates (V); the characteristics of invertebrates (I); the
similarities between the two in the center area (S).

V

I
S

Classify the animals below as invertebrate (I) or vertebrate (V) , and label which habitat it was found (salt marsh or ocean).
For example: sea squirt– I, salt marsh; bay anchovy- V, ocean

oysters

pipefish

silverside

lined seahorse

brief squid

whelk

sea star

chain dogfish

menhaden

hermit crab

FISH ADAPTATIONS Part 1
Adaptations are special features that help an animal live in its habitat. The mouth and body of a fish can tell
us a lot about its feeding habits and swimming style. Look at the different adaptations, then answer the questions on the next page about the fish you saw on the trip.
Mouth Position:

Inferior:

Superior:

Terminal:

The mouth opens downward. Some fish
use this mouth to eat food off the bottom

The mouth is angled upwards. Fish will sit quietly,
waiting for prey to swim above them.

The mouth is located at the very end of the head.
Fast swimming predatory fish have this mouth.

Body Shape:

Fusiform
This is the typical fish body shape. This
type of body makes it easier for the fish
to swim for a long time without getting
tired.

Depressed
Being flattened from top to bottom makes it
easier for fish to live on the bottom, where they
can hide and feed.

Laterally Compressed
Flattened side to side makes it easier for
this fish to move around with a burst of
speed.

Elongated
An eel like body allows for easy movement through marsh grasses, oyster
beds, and rocky openings.

FISH ADAPTATIONS Part 2
The tail fin shows how the fish will swim. By looking at the tail fin we can learn if the fish swims fast or slow
and where it might live, in the creek or ocean.

Caudal (tail) fin shape:
Forked:

Truncate or rounded:

Many fish that swim all
the time have this tail fin.

These fins allow for slow swimming but can give quick bursts
of speed.

Lunate:

Elongated:

The fastest swimming fish tend
to have lunate caudal fins, allowing for faster speeds.

This tail fin allows fish to
swim in and around
tight spaces.

Pick a fish to research. Describe its adaptations. (mouth position, body shape, tail fin shape).
______
What food do you think they would eat?

How would these adaptations allow it to avoid predators?

Draw the fish your researched below and include components of it’s habitat - plants, animals, structures, light.

INVERTEBRATES
Invertebrates come in all shapes. Some have an exoskeleton, some have a shell, and others have neither. List
the advantages and disadvantages of these body types in the classifications below. Name 3 examples of each
that you may see in a salt marsh or ocean, as well as their preferred habitat (salt marsh or ocean).
Arthropods, such as blue crabs, have a hard exoskeleton they shed as they grow.
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
3 examples:

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

Some mollusks, such as sea snails, have a hard outer shell covering their body.
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
3 examples:

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

Echinoderms are five sided animals that have soft bodies; only covered with tiny
spines.
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
3 examples:

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

Cnidarians often have tentacles and can be free-swimming or fixed in one place.
Advantages:
Disadvantages:
3 examples:

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

HABITATS: SALT MARSH & OCEAN
The habitats of the salt marsh and ocean are different in many ways. The type of sediment, plants, and animals can all be specific
to their particular habitats. In the salt marsh, we can find grass beds, oyster reefs, and open mud flats. Out in the ocean, we can
find sandy bottoms, artificial and natural reefs. Organisms are able to adapt to their habitats so they can survive.

Draw lines to match the animals to their habitat & list the adaptations that allow it to survive. Animals can be used more than
once and habitats can house multiple animals.

Oyster reefs

Cord grass bed

silverside

seahorse

northern pipefish

Mud flat

sea star

Sandy bottom

hermit crab

Open water

oyster toadfish

Several of these animals use camouflage to help protect them in their habitats. Which animals use this? What habitat? What
in their habitat do they camouflage with?
Animal

Habitat

Adaptation(s)

Silverside

Open water

Schooling, countershading

Seahorse

Cordgrass bed

Skin looks like grass or algae

Northern pipefish

Cordgrass bed, oyster reef

Colored and shaped like grass

Oyster toadfish

Oyster reef

Looks like oyster shell and sediment

Hermit Crab

Mud flat

Coloration on body and shell dark

FOOD CHAINS OF THE MARSH & OCEAN
Food chains are formed as one organism eats another. These chains link together to create food webs in a habitat.

menhaden (2)

plankton (1)

striped bass (3)

osprey (4)

Number the images below from 1 (low) -5 (high) to put them in order of the food chain in the salt marsh and in the ocean.
Food chain of the salt marsh:

great egret
pinfish ____3____

plankton____1____

speckled trout ___4___

grass shrimp __2___

_____5___

Food chain of the ocean:

sandbar shark ____5___

silverside ____2____

bluefish_____4______

plankton _____1_____

atlantic needlefish ____3_____

What other animals living in an estuary or ocean could be added to create a food web? Where would their place be in the chain?
Salt marsh ___mudsnail—scavenger; sea cucumber—detritivore; oyster driller—predator; tunicate—filter feeder________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Atlantic ocean

Spanish mackerel—predator; razor clam—filter feeder; northern puffer—predator; sea turtle—omnivore

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

VERTEBRATE OR INVERTEBRATE?
Animals are often classified in groupings that show how they are alike. One of those is if an animal is a
vertebrate or an invertebrate. Examples of both of these can be found in the salt marsh and in the ocean.
In the circles below, list the characteristics of vertebrates (V); the characteristics of invertebrates (I); the
similarities between the two in the center area (S).

V

I
S

Classify the animals below as invertebrate (I) or vertebrate (V) , and label which habitat it was found (salt marsh or ocean).
For example: sea squirt– I, salt marsh; bay anchovy- V, ocean

Oysters
I, Saltmarsh

pipefish
V, saltmarsh/ocean

silverside
V, Ocean

lined seahorse
V, saltmarsh/ocean

brief squid
I, saltmarsh/ocean

whelk
I, ocean

sea star
I, ocean

chain dogfish
V, ocean

menhaden
V, saltmarsh/ocean

hermit crab
I, saltmarsh/ocean

INVERTEBRATES
Invertebrates come in all shapes. Some have an exoskeleton, some have a shell, and others have neither. List
the advantages and disadvantages of these body types in the classifications below. Name 3 examples of each
that you may see in a salt marsh or ocean, as well as their preferred habitat (salt marsh or ocean).
Arthropods, such as blue crabs, have a hard exoskeleton they shed as they grow.
Advantages: exoskeleton provides protection, faster
Disadvantages: exoskeleton is not as strong as shell
3 examples: blue crab - saltmarsh and ocean; grass shrimp - saltmarsh;

black-fingered mud crab - saltmarsh

Some mollusks, such as sea snails, have a hard outer shell covering their body.
Advantages: Hard for predators to break shell
Disadvantages: Heavy, move slowly
3 examples: whelk, moon snail, oyster drill - saltmarsh

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

Echinoderms are five sided animals that have soft bodies; only covered with tiny
spines.
Advantages: Many echinoderms can regenerate certain body parts
Disadvantages: slow moving
3 examples: sea star, sea cucumber, sea urchin - ocean

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

Cnidarians often have tentacles and can be free-swimming or fixed in one place.
Advantages: stinging cells used for protection and catching prey
Disadvantages: slow moving
3 examples: moon jelly, stinging nettle, cannonball jelly - ocean

Habitat (circle one):

salt marsh

ocean

